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Lorne Sulcas
The Big Cat Guy

Since 1996, Top International Keynote Speaker, Lorne Sulcas has been
‘WOW’ing’ and transforming top teams and organizations around the
world with his unique Thriving in a Wild World™ presentations: timetested success secrets from the most successful survivors on the planet –
Africa’s Big Cats.
His keynotes are one-of-a-kind. Unforgettable.
Not anything your audience has seen before. Nor anything they'll ever see
again.

KEYNOTE TOPIC: Thriving in a Wild World™
SYNOPSIS
After many years as a sought-after Leadership Trainer and Management
Consultant, Lorne Sulcas went from the corporate jungle to the real
jungle. Everyone thought he was crazy.
For nearly a decade, Lorne was a game ranger, tracking and
photographing Africa’s Big Cats on a daily basis.
Today, The Big Cat Guy travels the world sharing potent life and
organizational lessons from these super-predators that have been thriving
for millennia in the face of change and competition.

No-one has ever fallen asleep in Lorne’s keynotes!
TAKE AWAY MESSAGES
Lorne reveals to your audience the age-old proven secrets of success:
Sustaining growth and exceptional results
Resilience in the face of inevitable change
Truly exceptional teamwork
Potent leadership, innovation and opportunity
Getting and maintaining competitive advantage

His inspiration will stay with them forever.
His message moves people to act. He’s an extraordinary expert;
renowned professional; a ‘cat’-alyst; trusted International Conference
Keynote Speaker to CEO’s and Event Planners around the planet.

READ MORE ON LORNE

WOW YOUR AUDIENCE
Having an opening or closing Keynote Speaker who ‘bombs’ is
probably an event planner’s absolute worst nightmare.
You’re looking for a high-energy, high content speaker who will set the
critical tone in opening your conference or leave your audience
excited and ready to grow after closing it.
Your speaker’s message has to inspire.
It has to be relevant.
It has to stick.
You cannot afford to have a speaker who is forgotten straight
after walking off the stage.

Audiences don’t forget The Big Cat Guy. Or his message.
Lorne tailors his content to your context.
His is not a speech.
It’s an experience.

Rates
Live Events - From $8,000
Virtual Events - $5,000

Travels From
Cape Town, South Africa

Contact
lorne@lornesulcas.com

Watch Lorne in Action - Virtual DEMO

Follow Lorne on Social Media

Weekend Good Read:
Erin Hatzikostas: Author
You got the best grades, you’re
never afraid of a challenge, and
you work your a$$ off at work.

You Do You(ish): Unleash Your Authentic Superpowers
But. Something just isn’t right.

The pressure, the politics, and the PowerPoints have left you
perplexed, paralyzed and maybe even panicked…
“Is it actually possible to have the career I want and deserve?!”
Former corporate CEO turned Professional Pot-Stirrer, Erin
Hatzikostas, is on a hell-bent mission to help you have the big career
you deserve, without compromising everything else.

View Erin's Book Store
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